**mas110 fundamentals of computational media design**

**PS4/5**

**Instructions**

**PROBLEM 1**

PRINT: Design one 8.5" by 11" poster of yourself for your campaign for a specific UA office. You can only use monochrome type for this poster (i.e. no geometric additions, no photographs, nothing except type used as type, no type that is warped)

**PROBLEM 2**

PRINT: Design one 8.5" by 11" poster of yourself for your campaign for a specific UA office. You can use monochrome type in any manner you wish -- stretch it, torture it, adore it.

**PROBLEM 3**

PRINT: Design one 8.5" by 11" poster of yourself for your campaign for a specific UA office. Using one photograph you take with your fine digital camera, and any application of type.

**PROBLEM 4**

SEQUENCE: Design one sequence of 10 images for your campaign for a specific UA office shot with your fine digital camera.

**Hand-in**

Be sure to have a coversheet with your name, date. Post everything on the web, and also provide printouts as specified.

**Due Date**

3/19/2003 by the beginning of class. (two-weeker)